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Abstract. Coherence-controlled holographic microscopy (CCHM) in low-coherence mode possesses a pronounced coherence gate effect. This offers an option to investigate the details of cellular events leading to
cell death caused by cytopathic turbid emulsions. CCHM capacity was first assessed in model situations
that showed clear images obtained with low coherence of illumination but not with high coherence of illumination.
Then, the form of death of human cancer cells induced by treatment with biologically active phospholipids (BAPs)
preparation was investigated. The observed overall retraction of cell colony was apparently caused by the
release of cell-to-substratum contacts. This was followed by the accumulation of granules decorating the nuclear
membrane. Then, the occurrence of nuclear membrane indentations signaled the start of damage to the integrity
of the cell nucleus. In the final stage, cells shrunk and disintegrated. This indicated that BAPs cause cell death by
necrosis and not apoptosis. An intriguing option of checking the fate of cancer cells caused by the anticipated
cooperative effect after adding another tested substance sodium dichloroacetate to turbid emulsion is discussed
on grounds of pilot experiments. Such observations should reveal the impact and mechanism of action of the
interacting drugs on cell behavior and fate that would otherwise remain hidden in turbid milieu. © The Authors.
Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires
full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.11.111213]
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1

Introduction

Generally, it is a difficult task for microscopic observation to
study specimens in or covered with a turbid medium. This is
particularly important if specimen changes are to be observed,
such as activity and reactions of live cells. In this case, something more than phase contrast imaging is required. It has
already been demonstrated that imaging through scattering
media and turbid liquids is possible by digital holography.1–11
Separate holographic methods have been used for imaging
through different turbid media, such as rotating diffuser,1 onion
cell layer and cornea,2 milk,3,4 ground-glass diffuser,5–7 intralipid suspension,8 and biological tissue.9
However, a coherence-controlled holographic microscope6
(CCHM) invented and built by our group provided low-coherence mode with improved coherence gate effect7 (CGE). First,
we examined this optical property in model situations.7,12 The
positive experience obtained allowed the investigation of how
preparation of biologically active phospholipids (BAPs) available only in turbid emulsion affects the cancer cells. BAPs
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are commonly considered to have positive influence on health.13
For the BAPs preparation, we used the anticancer activity that
was already proved in the animal model in vivo and also
in vitro.14 However, in the previous study, the mode of cancer
cell death elicited by BAPs could not be established. This is an
important aspect from the therapeutics point of view. Therefore,
the aim of this study was to identify the course of events caused
by the BAPs preparation that eventually leads to the determinantion of the cell death type.

2
2.1

Material and Methods
Coherence-Controlled Holographic Microscope

CCHM is an off-axis holographic system that interferometrically measures the optical phase shift of light passing through
the specimen relative to the reference beam.6,15 The cell is a
convenient thin and transparent specimen for this method. Nonaqueous components of the cell have similar specific refractive
increments16 higher than water. Then, the amount of phase shift
per pixel corresponds to cell dry mass distribution.16 From the
quantitative information about phase shift in each pixel, the total
dry mass of a whole cell can be calculated and expressed in picograms.17 Moreover, the changes of mass distribution with time
bring invaluable information about cell motility. Consequently,
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Fig. 1 (a) Optical setup of coherence-controlled holographic microscopy (CCHM). LS, light source; AS,
aperture stop; IF, interference filter; CL, collector lens; BS, beam splitters; DG, diffraction grating;
M, mirrors; C, condenser lenses; SP, specimen; RO, reference object; O, objectives; TL, tube lenses;
OL, output lenses; OP, output plane. (b) Principle of imaging of the specimen with turbid medium.
Nonballistic light (dashed lines) scattered in the output plane is not participating on the interference.

the leading noninvasive application of CCHM is the use of
quantitative phase imaging (QPI) for measurement of dry mass
changes during long-term evaluation of the living cells activity18,19 and exploitation of CGE for imaging in turbid milieu.
Optical setup of CCHM is shown in Fig. 1(a). The light
from a light source (LS) passes through the aperture stop (AS)
and interference filter (IF). These two elements enable selection of the degree of light coherence. Adjustable size of the
aperture stop controls the spatial coherence, which substantially
influences the imaging characteristics in transmission mode.
Lateral resolution is better with a larger radius of the aperture
stop, which corresponds to lower spatial coherence. Wider passband of the interference filter causes lower temporal coherence.
These assumptions are fully described by Chmelik et al.12 and
are generalized by Leith et al.20 As a result, imaging in transmitted-light setup is substantially affected by spatial coherence
rather than temporal coherence (in contrast to optical coherence
tomography2). Therefore, the interference filter, Λ ¼ 650 nm
(10 nm FWHM), was chosen as a nonphototoxic wavelength
for live cell imaging.
After beam splitting, light passes through the achromatic
interferometer [Fig. 1(a)] consisting of two separated optical
paths—the object and the reference arm. Both arms are equipped
by identical optical setups: condensers (C), objectives (O), and
tube lenses (TL).
Off-axis holography is based on utilizing the first order of the
diffraction grating (DG),12 which is placed in the reference arm.
Object planes (SP, RO) and diffraction grating are optically
conjugated with the output plane (OP). The interference fringe
pattern, called a hologram in the output plane, is captured by
CCD detector.
Critical specification of the optical elements requires precise
selection of condenser and objective lenses to the setup to be
optically identical. Following parameters of the system are crucial: identical optical path length in both arms and zero mutual
shift of the object and reference beams in the output plane.
These parameters are adjusted before every measurement,
and they are maintained automatically to get the highest contrast
of the interference fringes (i.e., imaging signal).
Journal of Biomedical Optics

Observation through a scattering or turbid media [Fig. 1(b)]
is possible due to CGE.6,7,12 Due to the possibility of using tunable degree of temporal and spatial coherence of light source,6
CCHM enables only the ballistic light (light that goes through
specimen without being scattered) to interfere with the reference
wavefront. The light that is scattered by specimen does not contribute to interference and, therefore, is filtered. Consequently,
there is a limited contribution of light scattered in out-of-focus
planes of the specimen to the image. As a result, an improved infocus image contrast arises and investigation of the intracellular
dynamics is made possible.

2.2

Cell Culture and Treatments

Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line DLD-1 (ATCC®
CCL221™), kindly provided by AREKO Ltd., Prague, Czech
Republic, and human breast adenocarcinoma cell line MCF-7
were used. Cells were cultivated at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 3.5% CO2 in standard medium (Eagle’s minimum
essential medium based on Hanks balanced salt solution
enriched with nonessential amino acids and 1 mM sodium pyruvate, with 1 g NaHCO3 ∕L, 10% calf serum, 80 mM gentamicin, and 2 mM L-glutamine). Observation medium F10 was
prepared without phenol red. 20 mM TES (N-[tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl]-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid, 2-[(2-hydroxy-1,
1-bis(hydroxymethyl)ethyl)amino]ethanesulfonic acid) buffer
(Sigma T5691) was used to set a pH of 7.4. For microscopy,
trypsinized cells were seeded in subconfluent density and hermetically closed in the static observation chamber (Figs. 2, 3, 5,
and 6), which consists of two coverslips and an annular ring
spacer. The volume of the chamber is 0.7 ml with 4 mm
inner height for BAPs preparation in emulsion, which constitutes the strong diffusing layer between the coverslips. For
observation in perfusion mode with online changes of medium
(Fig. 4), the μ-Slide I Leuer flow chamber (Ibidi Company) with
0.8 mm inner height was used. Cells were measured under standard laboratory conditions. A temperature of 37°C was constantly maintained in the environmental box for CCHM.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of phase images of MCF-7 cells through turbid 0.1% biologically active phospholipids
(BAPs) emulsion. CCHM equipped with (a) low-coherence illumination (halogen lamp), (b) coherent illumination without averaging (Fianium WhiteLase Supercontinuum laser), and (c) coherent illumination
with average of 10 frames. The advantage of low-coherence illumination for a single-shot image of
cells is clearly demonstrated. Pseudocolor quantitative phase imaging (QPI), objectives 20 × ∕0.5.

Fig. 3 Colony of human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells DLD-1 was followed in static chamber after
exposure to 0.15% BAPs in culture medium. Three-hour intervals between (a) and (d) disclosed that
apparent shrinkage of the whole colony began after 3 h, followed by degradation of some cells not
only at the edge of the colony but also inside, with clear condensation of all cell bodies in the colony
marking their death. Pseudocolor QPI, calibration bar expresses dry mass density in pg∕μm2 , objectives
20 × ∕0.5.

BAPs were provided by AREKO Ltd., Prague, Czech
Republic.
Sodium dichloroacetate (DCA, Sigma 347795) as a potential
anticancer drug21 was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline
(pH 7.4), filtered, and diluted in cultivation medium.

2.3

Criteria for Cell Death Evaluation

Dynamic morphology of the treated cells that were observed
led to the determination of cell death mode.22,23 Apoptosis,
a programmed cell death, manifest features of dynamic morphology as a retraction of the cell into spherical shape that
shows exaggerated zeiosis, which is a fast appearing and disappearing protrusions bulging at the tips and eventually
splitting off the cell to form apoptotic bodies. Complete dismantling of the cell body is a desired trait of harmless removal
of cell residues, because this does not initiate inflammation.
Necrosis is an accidental cell death; dynamic morphology
shows a variety of shape irregularities and damage to membrane integrity, such as blebs or blisters formation, which
while bursting release cytoplasmic material, thus stimulating
inflammatory response.
Assessment of the cell death mode was derived from the
course of dynamic morphology events, not merely from appreciation of cell morphology registered by a single image.
Journal of Biomedical Optics

2.4

Image Acquisition and Processing

Individual holograms are captured by camera Ximea
MR4021MC-BH (maximum speed capture 5 fps by full resolution of 2048 × 2018 pixels). Captured holograms are processed
in real time during the measuring process or in postprocessing
procedure on PC (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660, Intel Core i7,
RAM 8 GB). The reconstruction of phase images from a captured hologram is based on carrier removal in the Fourier
plane,24 and it is performed using self-developed software.
During phase image processing, it is necessary to carry out
the unwrapping procedure25 (Goldstein’s branch-cut) and background compensation26 based on least-squares fitting. These
algorithms compensate deformation in phase images and allow
single-cell segmentation and cell tracking in time-lapse sequence.
Reprocessing speed comes up to 25 fps (GPU accelerated). All
images in this paper represent resulting quantitative phase (QPI)
captured by CCHM, and they have been adjusted to optimal
contrast representation.

3
3.1

Results and Discussion
Scattering Layer: Difference in Image Quality
with Low and High Coherence of Illumination

As mentioned earlier, reduction of spatial and temporal coherence allows for coherence gating. Spatially and temporally low-
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coherent illumination versus coherent illumination was used to
obtain images of the same field of view. Figure 2 shows human
breast adenocarcinoma cells MCF-7 embedded in 0.1% BAPs
emulsion (4 mm layer thickness). CCHM equipped with a
halogen lamp provides noninvasive illumination of the sample
not exceeding 0.2 μW∕cm2 at the sample plane. In addition, the
object beam was weakened through the turbid medium (scattering coefficient μs ¼ 1 mm−1 ), and a neutral density filter was
used in the reference arm to equilibrate intensity in both
arms. The suppression of parasitic interferences is demonstrated
in the case of low-coherent illumination even with single-shot
acquisition [Fig. 2(a)] when a halogen lamp was used (interference filter Λ ¼ 650 nm, 10 nm FWHM, coherence width dw ¼
1.2 μm, and coherence length dl ¼ 42.2 μm calculated in the
object plane27). For demonstration of imaging with maximum
coherence, it is necessary to use a laser because it is not possible
to obtain point aperture stop in the setup. Therefore, the
WhiteLase Supercontinuum laser with acousto-optic tunable filter (Λ ¼ 650 nm, 4 nm FWHM) was used [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].
The phase image made by the laser without averaging [Fig. 2(b)]
contains phase residues,24 which preclude the successful phase
unwrapping procedure during image processing. The average
of 10 images [Fig. 2(c)] was used to reduce speckle noise
and multiple scattering on quasistatic turbid microfluidics of
phospholipid particles.4 Spatial noise11 (fluctuations among the
pixels in one image) was calculated as the standard deviation of
pixels from the area that does not contain cells (background)
in Fig. 1: panel (a) σ ¼ 0.004 rad (12 nm), panel (b) σ ¼
0.037 rad (113 nm), panel (c) σ ¼ 0.013 rad (40 nm). This demonstrates that CCHM, especially if using low-coherent light,
enables clear investigation of intracellular dynamics and reactions of cells to the treatment in high imaging quality and resolution (lateral resolution 900 nm by use of 20x∕0.5 objectives).

3.2

Cell Reactions to Biologically Active
Phospholipids in Static Mode

Colony of human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells DLD-1
(Fig. 3) offers two social situations for cells: First, it concerns
cells along the colony edge, which are partly free from contacts
with neighbor cells, and second, it deals with fully protected
cells inside the colony. It was interesting to learn if there is a
difference in the speed and efficiency of the BAPs-mediated
damage. From Fig. 3, it is clear that cells around the edge
were hit first, and the injury penetrated beyond them to steadily
affect the whole colony. Considering this, it is not beyond reason
that we in fact managed to mimic a similar course of events in
an in vivo situation. Then, it may be worth considering to test
screened anticancer drugs for their activity against in vitro colonies of growing and stationary cancer cells.

3.3

Cell Reactions to Biologically Active
Phospholipids in Perfusion Mode

Cells of human breast adenocarcinoma line MCF-7 were
planned to be repeatedly exposed to 0.5% BAPs in culture
medium to see the course of events leading up to cell death
(Fig. 4). In this way, necrosis or apoptosis can be determined.
In Fig. 4, cells first show increasing of the fine granularity of
cytoplasm and the coarse granularity around the nuclear membrane, then cessation of oscillating motion of perinuclear granules signals an irreversible step to cell death before the second
application of BAPs [Fig. 4(e)]. Progressive deterioration of
cells is speeded up by second BAPs challenge. This makes cells
begin fast retraction due to rapidly releasing residual attachment
to the culture substratum accompanied by an increasing amount
of cell debris flowing in the medium. Loose cells, debris, and

Fig. 4 Cells of human breast adenocarcinoma line MCF-7 were exposed to 0.5% BAPs in culture
medium: (a) cells before the application of BAPs and (b) after first application (time label indicates period
of the exposure in hours) overall increase of fine granularity and beginning of granular decoration of
nuclear membrane on cytoplasmic side. (c) Granules around nucleus are ceasing their oscillating motion
and (d) after 10 min, cells started retraction due to rapidly releasing attachment to the culture substratum
accompanied with increasing amount of cell debris. In (e), cells are exposed to next exchange of 0.5%
BAPs in culture medium, which started washing out loose cells, debris, and dead cells from the remaining
cells. In (f), final damage to cell membrane is manifested by vigorous formation of large and then bursting
blisters, leading to cell death. Pseudocolor QPI, calibration bar expresses dry mass density in pg∕μm2 ,
objectives 20 × ∕0.4.
Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Fig. 5 Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells DLD-1 treated with emulsion of 0.15% BAPs in culture
medium: (a) cells in normal condition 1 h after the application of BAF, (b) decoration of nuclear membrane
reveals beginning of nuclear membrane indentation, (c) followed by cell retraction and steady loss of
cellular body integrity leading to cell death. Pseudocolor QPI, calibration bar expresses dry mass density
in pg∕μm2 , objectives 40 × ∕0.95.

dead cells were washed out from the remaining cells. Final damage to the cell membrane is manifested by vigorous formation of
large and bursting blisters leading to cell destruction by necrotic
cell death.

with the effect of BAPs on MCF-7 cells. Again, decoration of
nuclear membrane revealed the start of nuclear membrane
indentation followed by cell body retractions, with decreasing
cell integrity leading again to necrotic cell death.

3.4

3.5

Details of Intracellular Reactions to Biologically
Active Phospholipids

Human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells DLD-1 treated with
emulsion of 0.15% BAPs in culture medium and observed
with objective lens 40×, NA 0.95 (Fig. 5), served a comparison

Pilot Experiment: Biologically Active
Phospholipids in Combination with
Dichloroacetate

CCHM CGE offers an intriguing option of revealing the course
of cell reactions to any drugs added to turbid media, which

Fig. 6 First row shows human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells DLD-1 in 0.03% BAPs with added 20 mM
dichloroacetate (DCA): (a) starting conditions, (b) 6 h later granulation around the nucleus with slight
deformation of nuclear membrane, (c) during the second progressive disintegration of cells without
signs witnessing DCA contribution expressed as branching cell periphery, which is shown in insert in
second row (in the lower right corner, treatment 80 mM DCA). Second row shows MCF-7 in 0.15%
BAPs: (d) after 1 h exposition, and damage of almost all cells after (e) 12 h and (f) 19 h. There is
no recognizable difference in damage to morphology between cells in the first and second rows.
Pseudocolor QPI, calibration bar expresses dry mass density in pg∕μm2 .

Journal of Biomedical Optics
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would otherwise remain obscure because only the end result will
be seen. The most interesting aspect of these drug combinations
is uncovering a putative synergism against cancer cells. We are
interested in learning if BAPs-caused necrosis could be modified to apoptosis, which is the desired cancer cell-induced death
by therapeutic intervention. For this purpose, 0.03%
BAPs emulsion was used with the addition of 20 mM DCA to
treat DLD-1 cells (Fig. 6). This is because DCA has been the
focus of anticancer activity for some time28 and is shown to
induce apoptosis in colorectal adenocarcinoma cells.29 In spite
of controverting reports,30 after recent results,31,32 DCA is being
reconsidered for its anticancer activity. Regardless of technical
feasibility, an expected contribution of DCA to the final damage
to cells has not been observed yet. However, the methods of
ongoing investigations will have to be further perfected.

4

Conclusion

CCHM, by providing CGE, makes single-shot registration of
live cell activity in diffusive milieu possible. This advantage
was used to determine the way BAPs have caused cancer cell
death, whether programmed or accidental. In consequence,
necrosis was identified as the mode of cell death elicited by
BAPs preparation. We also attempted to examine possible synergism between BAPs and another drug added into the emulsion. In this case, it was DCA. The result of our preliminary
experiment did not show any contribution of DCA to cell damage, at least at morphological level. However, using the technology for such examination was proven possible. This indicates
a feasible practice for revealing cell activities that otherwise
will remain unobserved.
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